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Need a little acoustical control? Dampen room noise stylishly and affordably 
with our Sound Stones. Proudly made in the USA, these lightweight sound panels 

feature a premium build quality (no toxic fiberglass here) and over  
20 color options. Control sound in your office, home, studio,  

restaurant, lobby, or anywhere else with excessive echo.
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Data from independent testing of Versare
Monolith Panels by Element Materials, 
a leading acoustical testing laboratory.
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Versare sound panels are rated 0.65 NRC (Noise Reduction Coefficient) 
and feature a thoughtful, environmentally-friendly construction. Unlike 
common fiberglass panels, our premium nonwoven polyester construction 
is non-toxic and 100% recyclable, ensuring premium quality acoustical 
control at an ultra-competitive price.
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THE MONOLITH
The freestanding Monolith is designed to sleekly control sound and dampen reverberations while maintaining a highly portable  
form factor. Use The Monolith as a partition between cubicles to cut down unwanted sound, or place multiple units within corners  
to dampen room echoes. This freestanding acoustical panel measures 55” tall, 24” wide at the base, and 16” wide at the top.  
The Monolith is a handy tool to have by your desk if doing voiceover or vlogging work. 

SOUND STONES (CEILING)
Our ceiling-mounted Sound Stones dangle gracefully from your ceiling and nullify excess room noise. Perfect for auditoriums, hallways, 
or open office spaces, these acoustic panels will stay out of your way while minimizing excess reverberations. A robust, 2” thick 
construction ensures effective sound control, even in areas with high ceilings. The anodized aluminum frame provides a modern 
aesthetic and uses 4 attached eye hooks to accommodate your preferred method for mounting.

SOUND STONES (WALL)
Control room sound simply and stylishly. Available in over 20 acoustical fabric colors, these lightweight, wall-mounted sound panels 
will add unique visual flair while cutting down excess room noise. Each of our Sound Stone (Wall) comes equipped with durable, 
adhesive foam strips for simple and safe installation. Choose from 3 sizes, and mix and match to create interesting arrangements. 
From home studios to large auditoriums, these sound panels can accommodate applications large and small.
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